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Four concluding essays to the “A-List”, by Alex Kochkin
with editorial and critical assistance from Tish Van Camp:
The “Human Question” came about from a decades-long ongoing examination and
re-examination of the potential and appropriateness of extant humans as a vehicle for
spiritual intelligences to learn and evolve through. This process required examining
how things were in the next levels up from human, which in turn required examining
more of the state of the souls and higher level beings that were hooked into the human
level of awareness. http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Human%20Question.pdf
“Queen of the Machine” essay came about from explorations of the energetic spaces
underlying 3d and from assessing the state of the “correction energies”. The
implications of the situation with levels below 3d density have yet to be explored
enough. Perhaps it will be answered post-“corrections” by those who have learned the
most from this demented realm of existence quaintly referred to as “3d”. My
preliminary observations are that there is evidence of a primary or primal root template
that has been suppressed and distorted from the inception of all that which the Dark
manifested or came to dominate. When the dark side machinery is removed through
the larger transformation process that is underway, then what remains?
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/queen%20of%20the%20machine.pdf
“Death and Transfiguration” emerged from over a year of contemplating the state
of the ascension process and of those at their human levels who had an affinity for this.
Background to this probably spans most of my human lifetime here and my knowledge
that true life exists without any need for a conflicting duality and the illusion of “death”.
http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/death%20and%20transfiguration.pdf
“Problems of Dissipation” developed through the consideration of the larger
questions of the relationship between higher self/higher level beings and human self
and the seeming inability to meaningful influence changes at the human level. This
touches upon what I have come to regard as an additional flaw in the greater creation
process. http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/Problems%20of%20Dissipation.pdf
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Letter to Readers
November 1, 2013
Dear Readers,
There is only a small fraction of human Selfs on this planet who remain focused
on reaching a spiritualization threshold and ascension. It is partly for them that I
have continued this work at this stage.
Since we began our public work concerning cosmology and ascension around
2006, there was a self-selecting group of individuals representing a broad
spectrum of social-spiritual “positive future” interests oriented toward an
“awakened” future for humans. Some were more focused on “social issues”, and
others more on “spiritual issues”.
From 1994-1995, we were one of only a handful focused on exploring and
promoting the possibilities of a global “spiritual awakening”. Today, the very
word and concept of “awakening” has now been co-opted and buried so deeply in
distortions and falsehood that it has been rendered into a meaningless slogan,
regardless of its context.
Over time, our public readership expanded, but it occurred during a period of
rapid atrophication of human mental and energetic capacity to contemplate the
deeper questions, or to do so with sufficient depth and focus. Many readers
preferred frequent and short “updates”, as is the habit of most “new age” outlets
offering an eclectic “pablum of palliatives”.
This tendency cannot be superficially attributed to the abysmal attention deficit
of so many due to the social control systems via the Internet and telephonic
technologies, and the degradation, pollution, and distortion of the food, air and
water needed for a healthy human physical existence. The problem is far greater
than that and is traceable to the breakdown of the fallen levels of creation
(manifest reality) and all that is attached and self-identified with it. Furthermore,
it is closely connected with the severe problem of spiritual depletion.
This fourth and final essay brings everything full circle and offers certain
conclusions and additional guidance. Building off of previous conclusions, it
explains more the relationship between the cosmic “big picture” and the humanspiritual microcosm. The previous three concluding essays, read in the order
given, provide important background. Feel free as always to forward or provide
links to others who you think may benefit in their own process from this.
It is the last lengthy piece that I will be writing and thus concludes the public
work.
“New earth” is not to be found here in the familiar “3d earth”, nor is it found in
the “virtual practice world” of the 4th or 5th dimensional levels where mutual
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illusions leads to mutual delusions, rather the “new earth” is requires
concentrated focused and coherent intent and attention by spiritual beings who
can develop the requisite levels of Spiritualized “Trust”, connected by a dynamic
unifying field with the higher Oneness. This what forms the basis of a new field of
creational work.
In the interim, there will be vibrational “spaces of transition” for those fragments
of spiritual beings that need help “collecting themselves”.
This level of Higher “Trust” –something fundamental to the New Creation matrix
and which still can be found in non-duality fields of this Creation –cannot exist in
the realm of human-Earthly 3d. Perhaps it can be explored and demonstrated
amongst some of the more spiritually evolved soul beings/higher level beings that
have had human presences in recent Earth-time.
And thus once demonstrated and made into a coherent collective field among
some portion of the more spiritual evolved higher level/soul beings that have had
sufficient human or similar presences on other worlds –then it may be possible to
descend the higher levels into density worlds such as 3d Earth for the purposes of
the transformation of Creation.
Such spiritual advancement benefits Creation and Creator and will provide part
of the basis for decisions as to what to do with worlds of density such as Earth –
and how to assist in the transformation of other beings and matter here and
elsewhere within the greater creation.
There are three possibilities, none of which are mutually exclusive of one another
and all may be occurring for the relative duration of events of cosmic changes.
These three would be rescue/extraction efforts, ignition of the energy matrix of
the Earth into a higher vibrational state, and the present human and other
similar 3d situations ongoing until totally collapsed. The “ignition” requires the
greatest descension of the highest levels of spiritual energies and consciousness
possible. This will likely not be welcomed by those human-identified-humans
whose preferred default existence is that of social-tribal animals. If it is to occur,
human “opinion” will play no role.
You have what is needed to help guide your higher choices. What is needed is to
summon your Spiritual Will.
All my best to everyone here and I wish you the highest possibilities for your
spiritual Being.
-Alex Kochkin
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Follow-up to flaws or errors in the creation process:

Problems of Dissipation

Notes and reflections from January 2013 to November 2013

by Alex Kochkin with editorial
and critical assistance from Tish Van Camp

-//Creator is calling in to Itself, All of Itself and is asking all levels
of being that it has given existence to, to do the same.
Our own higher level/soul beings are asked
to do likewise for their domains as well.
Our human level spiritual Self is a microcosm of all of this and thus
is asked also to “pull itself together” in terms of completions,
detachment, and high attractor…
Of great importance is the choice to be made by those
arriving to their spiritual transformational threshold.
-//-

Preface to the Final (4th of 4) Essay:
“Problems of Dissipation” was developed through the consideration of the larger
questions of the relationship between higher self/higher level beings and human
self and the seeming inability to influence meaningful changes at the human
level. To minimize the complexity of the content, a series of short supplementary
essays and comments have been placed in an “End Notes” section. These are each
essential to the main body of this essay and are not minor “footnotes” to be
ignored.
This last of the four concluding essays concerns itself with possible additional
flaws in the creation process. (The primary flaw in the creation process led to the
emergence of the dark forces and the spread of a fallen sector. This we have
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discussed in various essays which can be found under “Articles & Bulletins” at
www.pfcn.net or its backup site http://newearthforums.org/pfcn.)
“Dissipation and replication” is also a function of this (fallen or defective) reality
and relates closely to the tendency toward entropic decay and replication of more
of the same (biology being a prime example). Therefore, an important question
concerns whether this tendency toward dissipation was an internal flaw or was
one that “crept in” due to the long term influence of the Dark?
While essays such as this may not “make” or “un-make” anything in your own
process, at the least it provides new insights and perspectives to assist your
expansion and ascension. None of what is included in this essay contradicts or
repudiates previous guidance offered on these matters.
It is difficult enough for the human level Self to stay focused on its own spiritual
expansion and ascension process –it is even more difficult to shift from a 3d
human-level, human-centric point of view to a higher level perspective to gain a
larger overview of your human and larger spiritual situation.
Nevertheless, the human mind does have the capability to focus on details and
patterns in ways that higher levels of consciousness have difficulty with.
So now, what is this additional “flaw” or oversight all about? And why is it so
important to pay attention to now?
-//-

Summary of Key Concepts
Within the context of the overall “dissipation problem” –from the originating
highest level of individuation from Creator which has the capacity to extend itself
across creation and descend portions and aspects of Itself into density –the
individuation gains influence on spiritual beings and tends to overwhelm the
more stable and static connection of the higher Oneness. This reinforces
problems such as perceptions or feelings of “separation” from Source.
In the unifying fields of Oneness, there is relatively little “risk” to becoming overextended/expanded through the Creator-imbued processes. However, with
extensive and expansive individuations –without a sufficiently strong counterbalancing dynamic of Oneness, the influence of individuation can shift to a
dominant role. Excessive individuation –without the balancing effects of a
higher Oneness connection –provides a basis for self-centeredness and increased
separation from Source. In the unifying fields of Oneness, this usually does not
present serious problems.
The coinciding of individuation and dissipation with the intensely arrogant selfcenteredness of the Dark forces was almost as if made-to-order (bespoke) by the
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Dark forces to make it easier to entrap and entwine those of the Light in a fallen
state of existence.
Within the operating paradigm of the Dark, dispersed (dissipated) individuations
of “spiritual beings” become functionally detached from themselves and from
their higher order Source. This becomes fertile ground from which antagonistic
conflict-duality flourishes. As it has developed, an anti-Creation/anti-Creator
force became concentrated in this region and 3d Earth became a desirable locus
of control for the Dark.
-//Non-duality creation has self-regulating qualities originating in the unifying field
of Oneness flowing through it. All manner of things can be experimented with
tested and tried. Some “ideas” may not work out and they are changed or
removed, etc. This is in the context of non-duality and is an entirely different
“operating environment” from that of the antagonistic conflictual-duality, that is
closely associated with the Dark Error.
Furthermore, there is the consideration that the human form and the materium
of Earthly 3d is fundamentally corrupted by the Dark Error and its agencies.
That which derives its Existence from the Light of Prime Creator must be
extricated wherever possible from the entwining infection of the Dark, cleansed,
healed, upgraded, and reconnected within itself and with the Absolute. Those
levels to the beings involved that cannot be separated out, healed, upgraded and
integrated into the whole being, may need to be dissolved or otherwise removed.
Too many of these greater beings have shown themselves unable to effect the
needed changes on their own. This is partly due to the effects of dissipation and
energy depletion, as well as becoming lost in the miasmic delusions of the
“human experience” and ongoing Dark interference. Hence they need assistance
from the intermediate higher realms –from Creator Itself –and from their own
human Selfs that are wise to this situation. So “you” who is reading this have a
part you can play!
Had the overall situation been otherwise, I think we would all be having a very
different “human experience” at present and the “problem” of delusionary
human-centric thinking from a human point of view –versus thinking and
knowing as a spiritual being from a spiritual point of view –would not exist!
-//As part of the “corrections energies” and transformational process it is important
for the soul beings and higher level beings to “collect themselves” –their missing
or distant aspects –and to take stock of their state of being and spiritual learning.
In other words, “time out”.
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This is not the same thing as the dissolution of layers or portions of reality
rendering those portions to non-existence. Rather this is all about the process of
separating the light from the dark and bringing the light back into Itself to be
more whole and to learn.
-//Another “cosmic day”, another time perhaps, there will be the possibility for
properly prepared spiritual beings to explore matter density without falling under
the influence of the Error –only after the corrections process is completed and
the higher learning that has accrued circulated and processed by the higher levels
of light based upon the sojourns into a fallen existence in a corrupt reality.
The human personal self will have much difficulty with these concepts as long as
the human “you” believes/imagines itself to be the same as the animal body
identity amidst a self-centered, social-tribal existence on earth that is subject to a
corrupt biology in a corrupt planetary environment. And by corrupt, I am not
referring to the superficialities of pollutants from civilization, I am referring to
the corruption of matter itself due to the manifestation and ongoing guiding
influence of the Dark forces and the Dark Error. Even the planetary
consciousness Itself is in dire need of the “cosmic corrections” process that
emanates from Prime Creator.
While the principles we describe here are simple enough, their dynamic interrelationships can be complex. To help highlight some of the main points, here are
additional short notes in outline style.
 Dissipation – the dispersion and expansion through manifest creation
without an adequate dynamic of a counteracting attractor force of the higher
Oneness.
 Individuation – refers to the deliberate splitting off of portions of itself by a
spiritual being for the purpose of learning and exploration. When this
expansive process is sufficiently complete, that portion or aspect is usually
drawn back into the originating being. In the event of unrecoverable damage
the extended portion may be dissolved entirely or let go of by its originating
source.
 Replication – an innate capacity to reproduce patterns thought, energy,
biology, and other facets of manifest creation. At many vibrational levels
(such as 3d) replication requires the consumption of energy sources from
matter or other forms. This implies predation and parasitism as the primary
mode of acquiring energy. At the higher levels of Spiritual Intelligence there is
the alternative possibility of voluntary or symbiotic combination as well as the
application of the Light of Source. Replication and expansion is not a
requirement for “life” or existence.
 Energy Depletion – the result of excessively expansive individuation and
subsequent dissipation of core energy. In the short term, this can be
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noticeable from the level of an individuation from the originating being (such
from the level of the human Self), as well as by attentive higher level being.
 Entropic Decay – the tendency of a system to breakdown into its simplest
components when there is insufficient energy for its maintenance or the
cohesive bonds which allow for its coherent existence, break down or cease.
Ultimately, it is the principle of High Cosmic “Love” of Prime Creator that
allows for its creations to exist. This can be withdrawn and dynamic forces can
be used to expedite the dissolution or break up of portions of the larger
creation. At the simplest level of 3d biology, the process of disease, injury,
and internal breakdown leads to systemic decay, often facilitated by various
classes of parasites and saprophytes, etc. These forces tend to be operative in
most conflict-duality-based creation zones.
Readers are encouraged to review the essays on “Creation, Cosmology, and the
Big Picture” that are available at the PFCN websites under “Articles & Bulletins”
section –and to carefully read the first three of the concluding essays to the “AList”.
-//-

Introduction to “Problems of Dissipation”:
Recent discussions concerning the dynamics of one’s human and spiritual “life
review” pointed to the larger question of what is done with such “informational
assessments” at the higher level of being and why it would seem to be so “willing”
to plunge into the human 3d realm repeatedly without having a better
understanding of the dangers and risks this represents. (See “Judgment,
Accomplishments, Fulfillment -- What is Spiritually Real? (October 1, 2013)
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Judging%20Accomplishment.pdf
This brought me to consider the “problems of dissipation” in more depth.
One can say that Creator of All desired for there to be numerous
individualizations of Itself for learning and exploration that would contribute to
the overall evolutionary development of The All and more. This extension of Itself
led to many unique expressions of Creator’s Being and Intention.
The impulse to these individuations of the Divine was to go forth, to explore, to
learn, to expand, to evolve and to contribute to a panoply of enrichment to The
All and to Creator while furthering their own development as potential creator
beings or whatever else they could evolve into.
So it is that most higher level/soul beings have a potentially unlimited, innate
capacity to expand and embrace all that can be –something that was part of the
original blueprint and directive in the differentiating-out (or individuating) of
soul beings, micro-holographic fragments of Creator of All.
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One of more prevalent modes of expansion and exploration of spiritual beings is
to send forth an aspect or portion of themselves, analogous in some ways to an
amoeba extending a portion itself by forming a pseudopod.
I am suggesting in this essay that there was an additional unforeseen problem or
flaw in the creation process. This relates to there not being a strong enough builtin measure of cohesive and integrative tendencies relative to the potential for
dynamic expansion of the extensive individuations of the Light that makes nearly
endless experiencing, learning, and spiritual evolution possible.
To phrase this a little differently, the unifying Oneness could be compared to a
static and stable field whereby the dynamic forces of individuation and expansion
(distancing and separation) can overwhelm the initial unifying oneness at some
point down the chain of individuations of the spiritual Light of Creator.
This would also contribute to souls and other higher beings losing track of
aspects of themselves since they are micro-holographic fragments of the greater
One. A few recognized this and maintained a stronger linkage to Source, while
most blithely descended into density and spread themselves wherever possible in
their quest of learning and experiencing.
-//Throughout the vast expanse of The All, the Higher
Oneness infuses a state of non-duality and
interconnectivity. Thus there would be little or no
basis for “concern” over whether there was a
sufficient fail safe energy or “innate sense” to
maintain connection to high cosmic Source. One
could say it (non-duality) was a “safe environment”
for spiritual beings to spread out through. As such,
this principle carries over to the Soul and other
higher level beings.
This relatively benign situation changed drastically upon contact with the Dark
Error and interaction in the fallen realm it dominates. The fundamental
*operating system, rules of co-existence and creation of the Dark are essentially
and practically anti-Creation. Spiritual Intelligences that only knew non-duality
and Oneness with Diversity (or Diversity within Oneness) were mostly
unprepared and thus unable to function in an environment based upon
conflictual-duality and self-centeredness. Both the “game” and its “rules” were
stacked against them.
One of the effects from involvement within this realm of the “fallen” creation was
a greatly diminished connection to Source leading to a diminishing of
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connectivity between soul/higher level being and its projections into lower levels,
including humans. Another effect of involvement in the fallen realm led to
depletion or damage to various levels of the energy bodies of higher level beings,
especially at the level of their earthly projections.
One response of those spiritual beings most involved with the situation of 3d
density was to persist at entering 3d, again and again, to learn and understand
what occurred. Many became addicted to the sensorial and emotional stimuli of
3d as if this were some infinite virtual reality game. Extended out over a long
duration, this resulted in serious energy depletion as they descended into lower
levels of vibration, often losing fragments of their energy in the process.
Eventually certain other types of beings were sent in to investigate because the
overall “energy loss” was noticed at the highest levels of creation (true creation,
not the false one of the Dark). Some of them became caught up in the difficulties,
necessitating sending yet more after them to learn what was going on and
eventually to lend assistance. Some opted to emphasize their individuation and
“separateness” and joined the Dark.
The lower in density that spiritual beings enter, the unifying field of Oneness
lessens in influence and the stronger becomes the relative attraction of
separation and individuation. Some go into “free fall” to a fallen state –unless
they can recall their Source connection and exercise what remains of their
Spiritual Will. Most cannot and require rescue or death of their bodily vehicle.
And even then the illusions-delusions-beliefs from their 3d existence continues to
exert an influence.
Much of this we have explained in various essays over the years.
- //From the human-level point-of-view, it would be too facile to say that many soul
beings/higher level beings failed to take adequate precautions and thus allowed
themselves to be caught up in a dysfunctional addiction to human 3d existence.
But then, the human-centric, human-level view is inherently limited.
The situation has been that most of these “higher level” or soul beings are naïve
in many ways and it was not in their nature to expect such “trouble” from Dark
forces.
Most importantly, in the very process of increasing individuation –especially
downward into increasing density –there was an insufficient primary and
fundamental attractor between the individuation and its higher level Self/soul
being. This is a reflection of a similar problem between the Soul being/higher self
and its connection to its high cosmic Source. While this does not apply uniformly
nor does it apply to all such beings, it is my assessment that the problem does
apply to the vast majority.
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In the context of the relatively “safe”, native environment of non-duality,
dissipation from “expansive dispersion” is not major a problem for those
individuations of Creator –and in some ways may even facilitate their expansion
and learning. However, for such a Being to become immersed in the dark or
fallen regions of creation and at increasing depths of density, this dynamic
contributes to an energy-depleting dissipative system that lacks the internal
diagnostics and corrections to protect and counter offset a deleterious cosmic
environment.
I cannot attribute the disconnection problem entirely to the influence of the dark
forces as that would also be a facile human-based response. I suggest that this
contributed to the vulnerability of non-duality creation and its agencies to
encroachment by the Dark. That the dark forces are intrinsically predatory and
parasitic makes this an exceptionally severe problem.
-//-

Spiritual Learning
Where is the integration of the essence of the learning from so many forays into
various vibrational levels of existence?
So many beings have been unable to integrate into their higher levels what they
acquired from 3d –and in many cases their collective “mind” remains scattered
across myriad “experiencings”. This is a part of the dissipation problem.
What fraction was affected by this: 10%, 50%, 90%, …more? The problem is
relative to the vibrational state that is being examined, thus there are no simple,
easy answers.
At the highest level of individuation of a higher level being, there may not appear
to be a major problem, but as we look closely into the lower levels where human
existence is focused, the problem appears to affect and infect a very large
majority.
Answers are often as complicated as the essence of the question may be simple.
As individuation becomes more discrete at lower levels of density –and farther
out from local or cosmic Source –the pull of this individuation was not balanced
by a proportional strengthening of the attractor of higher Oneness, whether of the
local or cosmic Source. The dissipation of energies increased and the integration
of ongoing spiritual learning was made more difficult to achieve. Overall, this
made it all the easier for the Dark to take advantage of the situation.
-//-
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Dissipation with Individuation: A 2nd Flaw in Creation?
In addition to the origin error or flaw which gave rise to a “Dark” anti-creation
force, this problem of dissipation could be regarded as a 2nd flaw in the creation
process. For those beings that emerged from the episodes of creating new
individuations for the spark Creator, measures were not taken to ensure adequate
mutual attraction between their individuation and Source –between
individuation and Oneness –and for this realm, between duality and the higher
Oneness. Perhaps this began as an “experiment”, but it was replicated and
spread widely.
This problem is being addressed at the highest levels of Creation. It is my sense
that there was initially some understanding of the problem as Creator began to
explore outward past the great Void that it finds itself suspended in. (This is
another story for another time.)
To my knowing, there was a sufficient understanding of this problem that made it
possible for some higher level beings to take precautions when extending
themselves into the lower levels of the Dark controlled zone. It was still a risky
proposition, nevertheless.
-//-

New Creation, A “Clean Start”
Comparing the situation in this Creation to that of the New Creation matrix
suggests that exquisite care is being taken in the process of new “individuations”
from pristine levels of being. This involves continuous checking to maintain the
needed integrative capacity at all levels and between all levels –and making sure
that all facets of their “new beingness” are properly connected before pushing on
into a new level of density or individuation. In many ways, “they” have the benefit
of knowing what went wrong in this realm from so many unexpected problems.
This is something I have discussed in over the years.
-//-

Delving Further into the Problem
One of the positive attributes of the human mind is its ability to focus and
process detailed specific information and ideas as well as broad patterns and
concepts. This is the basis for genuine “intelligence”, not facts and formulas. But
if the information being processed is false or distorted, then the first task is to
sort out truth from falsehood.
With the weakening of the Dark at so many levels, there should be more
engagement between higher self/soul and human self, etc. And thus by now we
should have had more reports of unequivocally successful breakthroughs.
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Let’s look at this further…
One of the kernels of a higher Truth that has been buried and obscured by human
religions is the concept of the “Body of Light”, the “Resurrection”, “Glorification”,
the “Glorified Body” (of Light), etc. (In the more recent era, social control memes
such as “rapture” were introduced into many religious teachings and variations of
it woven into the “religion” of the “new age” tendencies to make sure that as
many as possible would be “captivated” or held in its thrall if they had “escaped”
the grip of the major religions.
As might be expected, these concepts were corrupted and obscured. However, the
expression “ascension” has come to be generally accepted by both religious and
non-religious people who aspire to a “spiritual life”. “Glorification” tends to be
more in the province of the formal religions. (“Rapture” is only a contemporary
term that varies according to the “belief-attitude” of the user.)
Winding in and around the deliberate obscurare of these matters, one thing
stands out: the notion of “escaping” or “transcending” biological death of the
body-self and “ascending” beyond the abysmal “deathness” of the 3d existence of
humans. As one’s human awareness expands beyond the default state of selfimprisonment through delusion and illusion, there is a growing awareness of a
state of spiritual self-imprisonment. It is not until there is sufficient expansion
and connection with one’s true origins as a spiritual being that the greater truth
becomes more clear and one is no longer enthralled by speculations about the
plans of the global elite or aliens enslaving humanity, etc.
One conceptual term associated with this all this is “Glorification”, a “linguistic
marker” referring to the “glorifying” (that is, spiritually exalting) effects on the
consciousness of the human Self when in a state of “God-Self Realization” and
connecting with the realms of the higher light.
This is all about receiving or achieving a “Glorified Body of Light” and is
simultaneous to the “glorification” of Creator of All.
Notions such as “Glorification” are deliberately intertwined with the dead
doctrines of religions designed to reinforce the separation between individuation
and higher Oneness, in a similar manner to the concocted worship of dead saints
and avatars meant to reinforce a sense of separation. (For example, from the
IOOW-2000 national social science research, USA adults were roughly divided in
half over the question of whether “god/higher consciousness” was something
separate from themselves or not.)
-//-
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Oneness with Diversity – Diversity with Oneness
As we focus on our own process, it is even more important to detach from that
which distracts from this. For some, they continue to pursue ambitions of
“helping others”, saving the planet, etc. This is both self-centered arrogance and
“Quixotic” naïvete. By focusing on your own expansion and ascension process,
you will be helping many more in their own expansion and ascension –far more
than you could from your ordinary human state of being.
Expressed differently, the problem is concentrated at the higher level beings and
soul beings themselves –their aspects at levels, such as 3d human, are partly
microcosms of this larger dynamic–and usually very self-centered at that.
One of the values of the human level of “thought” is the potential to focus on
details and to follow through with details. While this has limitations in terms of
capacity for expansion into Oneness, the power of individuation –when it is
acting out of Higher Service –represents a potentially important contributor to
its own higher level of being. From that more concentrated state, which generally
spans multiple vibrational states, so much more can be done to aid in the overall
cosmic “corrections” process and Creator Itself.
-//The “new age” variations on traditionally religious themes such as “glorification”,
“resurrection”, and “transfiguration” tend to be framed and regarded by the
limited and self-centered human mind-self as something “for themselves” with
little regard to the larger questions nor to the larger potential to be of Greater
Service to Source, etc. While this is understandable given the context of the
human level of Self, it can feed a desire for supranormal abilities and amplifies
human-level individuation and self-centered indulgence to a higher level. This is
a problem with many higher level beings who have human presences. The
“everything is light and happiness” gloss and glibness of “new age” spokespeople
just adds to this self-centeredness.
Of course there is no problem or issue with wanting “to go Home” to one’s true
Self, to one’s true origins as a spiritual being. It is, after all, an important motive
–an imperative even –for many who are spiritually awakened.
To recapitulate, there simply is insufficient attention to considering ways to be of
higher service, to help in the larger process of the recall of the Light to Source
which has been an overriding concern of Prime Creator. This is a problem with
the level of the human aspects as well as with the higher level/soul being.
An example of this can be seen in the distorted or fractured relationship between
many human level Selfs and their own higher level/soul being. Their human level
cries out for rescue, for release from the torments of a degenerating human world
existence.
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Where is the tangible support and aid from one’s own higher levels? Where is the
focus of mind toward completion and spiritual learning by one’s human level of
Self that will contribute to ones’ greater level of being? At either or both levels of
being, where is the focus on connecting with and retrieving those latent reserves
of spiritual energy?
There is no point in attributing “blame” since there is enough mutual
responsibility to go around. Higher level beings tend to act irresponsibly by
persisting in the virtual reality of human existence, while their human level
aspects have a diminishing capacity for clear minded informed choices with
regard to much of anything, even the most mundane. The higher level beings
either lack the ability to extricate themselves –either by facilitating an increase in
spiritual Oneness –or by extracting/extricating their aspects from the lower
densities. Eventually they become seriously mired and begin losing energy.
Soon enough, the dissipation problem will have become so extreme that there will
be a severe depletion of spiritual energy for the human level aspect as well as its
higher levels of being.
This is partly why a “rescue” and “retrieval” is underway, facilitated from yet
higher levels of beings and staged in phases to give the greatest possible
outcomes in connection with the larger “corrections process”.
In order to continue on as an individuation of that spark of Light, it may become
necessary to extract what energy is possible and delete or jettison certain levels or
aspects of one’s larger level of being. -- For the human level, this would pertain
mainly to its lower aspects and portions of the human level subtle bodies. -- For
the higher level/soul being of the human Self, there may also be the necessity to
retrieve what can be and to dissolve those lower levels that it cannot be retrieved
or reintegrated into a unified field. It is even possible that the human level aspect
may become subject to dissolution in some situations.
I realize this may be a hard thing for many to consider and fewer to accept, but
this is my description of where things are headed soon if there is too little focus
paid to the true Light and the call of Creator of All.
Soon enough, there will be that choice in a moment of catastrophic crisis when
each will come to find either the Absolute or the Abyss.
-//-

In Summary
This essay is directed to the human Self as well as the human Self’s higher level
being. Whatever the words that one proffers to represent the higher energies and
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effects, there is a singular problem at the human level, generally without regard
to religious-spiritual beliefs.
Superficially the problem can be described as that of self-centeredness, but the
very notion of self-centeredness must be expanded beyond the mere petty version
of the human ego self. The focus of this is identified with the nature of a level of
limited awareness that is the human-centric, “human-identified-human”
perspective. This point-of-view is not only limited in its dimensionality (3d
dimensional physicality in linear time) but is even more limited by virtue of its
innate self-centeredness based upon both excessive individuation into density
and the dissipation of the higher Oneness that occurs at these lower levels thus
reinforcing a state of relative separation from Source.
The “as below” human level has its counterpart in the “as above” levels as well,
partly based upon the extensive individuations of Source and partly upon the
error of the Dark, and it exists at many levels of spiritual intelligence far beyond
human.
The better one can understand this, the more one will be able to assimilate and
contribute to one’s greater being …and more. This is about engaging the potential
of the human level mind to embrace and integrate expanded/ascended states of
consciousness.
The consciousness of non-duality and higher Oneness can be very disturbing to
many human minds that are programmed and singularly inured to individualism
of the separate self. But it was always intended to embrace infinite diversity
within the context of a higher Oneness. Such is its self-regulating nature that
conflictual-duality does not dominate the higher realms. There are also those
principles of the “new creation” which we have described and framed in simple
human terms in previous essays. These principles can be applied to the remaking
and rejuvenation of this Creation while working to extricate as much of its Light
from the entwine of the Dark. They begin with the high “Trust”, a manifestation
of the Higher Oneness through diverse individuations. (See End note # )
-//What we are most concerned with here is the transformation or transfer of
spiritual consciousness to the higher vessel of light that is defined primarily in
accord with the vibrational state and corresponding energy capacity of the
consciousness which inhabits it. In most instances the human biological body is
left behind.
When one has consolidated their energy at a higher level of being than 3d human,
it is possible to consider the larger picture and what one’s role as a being of light
could be. This is no guarantee against falsehoods and misdirection of course as
evidenced from the endless stream of rubbish from entities claiming to be
“ascended masters”. However, it is at these higher levels that the consolidation of
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learning can occur. Those closest to the “ground level” can be of great service in
the larger process of correcting and rejuvenating Creation and in aiding Prime
Creator in its process.
Over the years we have advised spiritual aspirants to work on their own process
and achieve those higher level breakthroughs themselves. At the same time we
have cautioned against throwing away or dissipating their nascent spiritual
energies they have concentrated to endless “black holes” of social or political
causes. In so doing, one can and will be in a position of greater capacity to help
and work with other human and higher level beings working toward their own
reconnection. In short, one can be more effective in “spiritual service” to
whatever levels of creation they are most focused on.
Those who are so caught up in the human-centric social “causes” are objectively
indulging in a type of self-centered hubris imagining they are going to “make a
difference” –or that collectively some humans can effect such a change without
benefit of an ascended state of being. Good intentions aside, all these “causes”
simply serve to patch up or otherwise reinforce the control systems and usually
do more harm than good to the very object of the stated purposes of said cause.
-//With the foregoing as summary, there is the problem of the personalization of
these concepts at the human levels. The more banal or vulgar application of this
co-opts spiritual energies for personal aggrandizement, often with imagined
“high” intents and purposes. This dynamic of self-centeredness tends to be
mutually self-reinforcing with the extant state of separation from Source.
All this relate to the larger cosmic problem of “dissipation”, a poorly understood
oversight or error in Creation in which the attraction of individuation or
separateness overtakes the attraction of higher Oneness.
-//-

And in concluding…
I wish to say again that Creator of All is Calling All of Itself Home…
This does not mean the end of manifest reality here or elsewhere. I wish to
emphasize that this is “call” is first and foremost about the reconnection of the
Light That has Its Origins with Creator. For human levels of spiritual
consciousness this means reconnection and ascension to its originating higher
level of being –and vice versa. This helps a greater critical concentration of the
light energy and consciousness that can be focused properly. This cannot happen
under the present situation.
The ultimate bifurcation is being presented:
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What is one’s choice as a spiritually-oriented being in Earthly density:
Higher Oneness and Creator …or an isolated existence in lower density.
Until the greater being that is the true “You” has integrated more of its learning
and evolved further, the practical choice is really this simple.
One or the other.
Under the present situation, the vast majority of humans have only their default
existence that is fairly obviously laid out before them with minor variations.
Those who are aware of their “threshold to spiritualization” have the capacity for
spiritual choice.
The human Self level of greater “you” can and must play a role in this process and
not sit by passively “waiting for the end”. After all, human “you” is part of the
greater “You”, and as such all of “you” has an active role to play in making this
momentous choice but also to contribute to the spiritual evolution of your own
greater level of Being.
-//-

To end as we began:
Within the context of the overall “dissipation problem” –as the originating
highest level of individuation from Creator which has the capacity to extends
itself across creation and descend portions of Itself into density –the tendency
toward individuation tends to increase in its influence and can overwhelm the
more stable and static connection to the higher Oneness. Individuation and
Higher Oneness become functionally detached at the foundation of Duality –and
when taken to the extreme, becomes the basis for antagonistic conflictual-duality.
When this develops to its extreme, it is fundamentally an anti-Creation/antiCreator force –in other words, the locus of the Dark Forces.
Non-duality creation has self-regulating qualities from the unifying field of higher
Oneness flowing through it, and thus all manner of things can be experimented
with tested and tried. Some things do not work out and they are changed or
removed, etc. This is in the context of non-duality, rather than antagonistic
conflictual-duality which is closely associated with the Dark error and that of
individuation that lacks a sufficient counter-balancing dynamic of Oneness.
-//The point here is that this entire dynamic between spiritual beings and a
corrupted fallen order of existence must stop.
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It is possible to reintroduce a relationship between higher order being and a
personal/social density embodiment –in a realm where a type of duality can be
experienced yet not be dominated by conflict, predation, and parasitism –and
become isolated through separation from Source.
One example would be the “new earth” in all its variations through the cosmos.
In addition there are other approaches, one of which would be the pristine
creation space we have described before in where there is no rush to form
physical 3d like individuations by higher level beings. And of course there would
be “new earth” like situations that exist in the space of true Creation and Higher
Oneness –non duality space and non-duality consciousness –yet still there is
individuation.
~~~

Suggested additional reading:
Judgment, Accomplishments and Fulfillment – What is Spiritually
Real?

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Judging%20Accomplishment.pdf

The War Is Not – Epilogue to “End Times Insanity”
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20War%20is%20Not.pdf

NES forum thread on “End Times” Insanity:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.0.html

Also see NES posts under “Problems of the Correction and
Ascension” –link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg5761.html#msg5761

Memorandum to Self

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.0.html

Problems of Correction and Ascension

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.0.html

-//-
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#1
A Brief Recapitulation
November 1, 2013
To recapitulate main points here:
 Dissipation
 Individuation
 Self-centeredness (naturally associated with individuation process)
 Weakening attractor of the higher oneness field relative to the
strengthening of the individuation-dissipation dynamic that reinforces the
problem of separation
 Coinciding with “Dark force” reinforces all of the above and makes
predation, parasitism, antagonistic conflict the norm.
 The human and other physical vehicles, including the planetary body
itself, are products of the Dark force distortions and manifested to serve
the agendas of the Dark.
 Such fundamentally flawed structures resist spiritual rehabilitation and
transformation –and the spiritual intelligences that came to reside in these
forms were, for the most part, ill-equipped and vulnerable to the ravages
of the Dark forces through these forms.
 Many structures in this zone of creation are based upon Divine Intentions
and Templates that were co-opted and utilized by the Dark.
 That which cannot be restored or upgraded and integrated into true
Creation can be closely quarantined or dissolved.
-//-

#2
Service to the Light
The “glorification” of the individual being is more than “merely” its resurrection
to “lightbody” or beyond that even. It is also of service to Creator. This last point
is one of the religious mysteries that are seldom discussed.
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What is this “service”? It is to assist in the collection, recollection, the calling in
of the Light of Creator to Itself.
The human level is perhaps the lowest density at which this consciousness has
some residual or latent capacity to deliberately re-engage itself. Most humans
have a very low “light quotient” and many who are spiritually oriented carelessly
and heedlessly dissipate their spiritual energies in a situation where spiritual
depletion is already occurring. Try as they may, there does not seem to be a good
signal between them and their higher origins. In some cases it is as if the “engine”
is stalled and the “battery” cables are corroded.
Initially the “rescue” and “retrieval” priority will be those with the highest light
quotient potentials and sudden emergency situations.
Collectively, the human Self rejoined with its origins will have greater energy and
spiritual knowledge with which to help with the larger work of aiding many more
seemingly stuck in their human levels and to help those soul/higher levels as
well.
One might call this a convocation of the higher level beings and soul beings.
The locus of consciousness for each being is its supramental Self, its true Christ
consciousness. Once this is “ignited” then there is a stronger basis to address the
more far-reaching concerns.
This is one of the preferred paths for ascension now.
-//-

#3
Problems of Individuation
One of the problems of the higher level/soul being is found in the problem of
dissipation and its own level of individuation that has its origins in the
individuations Creator of All.
The problem, as we discuss in “Problems of Dissipation”, can now be seen as
related to the lack of a dynamic Higher Oneness counterforce to expanding
individuations of the Original Light. The Higher Oneness permeates The All and
has mainly been excluded in the fallen realms under Dark influence or control. In
the realms of non-duality, a pervasive field of this unity consciousness has
generally served its purpose and has been reinforced by the cosmic Love of
Creator for Creation –a universal bonding force –the ultimate unified field.
However as the expansion of the individuations grew and spread, it would seem
as if the unified field of non-duality –Oneness –had a static or non-dynamic
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quality to it that was unable to exert a near real time counter force to the
dissipative dynamic of individuation.
Thus whatever can be done is needed now –even from the human level –to tap
into the inner reserves of the Cosmic Light to spark a stronger mutual attraction
with one’s higher levels.
And it is possible for a spiritual human Self to play an active part in the Cosmic
Reconnection, but this usually requires one to exclude all but the most essential
of those distractions associated with the human level.
There is a “saving grace” to all this –and I have mentioned this in the context of a
widespread NDE –there is a type of built in humility that occurs upon
reconnection with the higher Light –it is “spiritual awe” and “spiritual expansion”
that occurs in that moment of meeting one’s own microcosm of the “Christ
Consciousness”. Then there is the higher free will and from there, higher choices
and attractors.
-//-

#4
Exploring Disparate Realms of Existence
Even for those who have reached their own “threshold of spiritualization”, it is
very difficult to comprehend the complexity and difficulty of creating and
expanding/extending a unifying field from higher levels of Creation –which are
unaffected by the Dark –into those regions and levels that are under the Dark
influence.
There is the fundamental incompatibility between the basic “operating system”
environment of the Dark and that of the Light.
One simplistic example would be a headquarters on one planet and new colonies
on another. Communication take place at a circuitous or distorted version of
“light speed” due to highly restricted direct connection between these disparate
“places” (vibrational states). The information signals become distorted or
garbled.
For example, imagine that “headquarters” develops new ideas, but those beings
who go forth to prepare or to implement these find conditions are not as expected
and have trouble explaining how different things are and what the problems are.
In addition to the problem of communicating new information from the field to
headquarters, there is an eventual and additional problem of how to implement
anything. New plans are made, new groups of “line managers” sent out to
establish work details, work details need to develop their own levels of oversight
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and coordination, etc. As communications are difficult, many field decisions are
tried without adequate understanding at any of these levels. This results in
counter-productive chaos and confusion.
For another simple example, imagine a space launch from Earth. Plans are made
to achieve agreed upon goals. Designs are made. Fabrication of material stuff
commences. Things begin to come together. Eventually more of the public
gathers to see how the new launch vehicle is coming along. Launch crews gather.
Everyone thinks most things are ready. But no one was aware that the fellow who
fills the gas tank called in sick and their backup person was unavailable. Worse
yet, unbeknownst to those Earthside, the target location for the launch is subject
to dimensional distortions that those Earthside have no idea exist. So the launch
proceeds as planned but upon approach, the situation is not what was anticipated
and there is little basis for successful improvisation the first time around.
Fortunately the “correction energies” have been implemented to aid in correcting
the overall trajectory and plans during the period of “travel”.
-//-

#5
Lassitude of Higher Level and Soul Beings
There have been many rationales and enticements used to trick beings of the true
Light into believing that human life was most important above all else and that
“death” at their human level of descent was something to fear, etc. Even more
importantly was the illusion that the only way for higher level/soul beings to
evolve spiritually was to continually reincarnate as humans, with some interludes
in between embodiments.
Many beliefs systems were developed for the human level of limited awareness to
use in maintaining their own imprisonment and relative isolation from their true
nature. At the lower levels, especially 4th, 3rd, and lower levels, there were various
ways for Dark influences to infiltrate the consciousness of higher level beings.
One of these way is through the human vehicle. These became like a pathogenic
virus or a cancer that would continually adapt and replicate.
Lacking sufficient internal self-regulation and discernment, too many soul beings
went along with this. Once “hooked’ into the positive and negative stimuli of
human density, they became enthralled like an addict.
I am aware of a belief among some who seem to be more spiritually informed
than most. This belief generally centers around believing that it is a requirement,
an innate impulse, perhaps a “directive” of some sort, that higher level/soul
beings are somehow obliged or impelled to continually incarnate in an 3d animal
like form, usually with some interlude between incarnations.
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To the contrary, I am not aware that this is the case and therefore object to such
“presumptive errors” and distortions.
In this and the other concluding essays and others, I have commented on the
existence of a gap or inculcated limitation of higher levels being that tends to
narrow their focus to human or human-like 3d level existences, precluding them
from accessing wider potentials and avenues for exploration of creation.
These other avenues can be are more enriching and more stimulating and
complete than the inherently limited and deliberately constrained awareness and
functionality of 3d human and comparable 3d animal forms.
To my knowing there is no such requirement that a higher level being must
incarnate into a lower density form –and be locked in to such an embodiment
until that form ceases to function.
“Time” and biological lifespans on earth are not experienced by higher levels in
the same way their human levels experienced the passage of time while
embodied. Traumas at the human levels were not felt or understood higher up,
and on it went.
This has been discussed in various contexts in our published essays, including
those from the second half of 2009 to present.
-//-

#6
Ascension and Dissipation
From the perspective of the “high compassion” it is easier to comprehend how
most human selfs would prefer to hear stories about being able to literally walk
out of this realm, nice and easy, compliments of space aliens, or their physical
bodies “disapparating” from Earthly 3d and “reapparating” in a “paradise”. All
quite understandable. (And I do not doubt there will be instances of such
phenomena!)
These “happy fairy-tale” descriptions are imbedded in modern new age lore, and
have nothing to do with the deeper problems of spiritual evolution and the
cosmic-scale processes aimed at correcting the error of the Dark. Just because a
human self says they hate their life and want to go to heaven, ascend, rapture, etc.
does not mean they can or will “ascend” to a higher plane of being. Of course
when their bodily vessel ceases to function, they will be forced out and need to go
somewhere. Perhaps adrift in the astral, perhaps their higher level being will
“take care of them”. Or perhaps they will be joined with some alien ET types, of
benign or benevolent intentions.
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Everything is governed by vibrational states and corresponding states in the
evolution of spiritual consciousness.
This latter facet point is of absolute importance, yet is ignored or glossed over by
most spiritual aspirants who do not want to consider that the “ascended master”
realm has been cultivated by the Dark forces as a trap for the potentially more
capable and evolved human Selfs. It also explains how it is that Dark entities can
appear as “light beings” or “magical creatures”. Some of the most “cherished” of
spiritual mythologies have been deliberate deceptions. These wishful beliefs are
reinforced through socially or genetically “engineered weak-mindedness” with a
corresponding inability to discern truth through critical thinking.
Implicit in most of these notions is that anything (including human delusions and
the dark forces) can change “like magic”, with no need to pay attention or work at
learning about the dynamics of a fallen realm, or learning about the limitations
(and failings) of one’s own higher level being, or how so many have been deceived
at various levels of their greater being.
Humans have been habituated to various types of mental laziness that has
become pandemic with severe implications in the context of dissipation of
spiritual energies in this realm.
All illusions and delusions must be removed in order for spiritual evolution to
develop and to free the true Light from the embrace of the Dark. This is occurring
concurrently now, but for those human level selfs who do not “get the message”
and persist in denial or delusions, they (and their greater being) will experience a
very “arduous learning process”.
-//-

#7
The “GIGO” Principle in a Nutshell:
(Garbage In, Garbage Out)
Notes from April 2013
(“GIGO” is a self-explanatory term and has come to be known today in the
context of computing and information systems.)
Higher spiritual levels of being only know what it is like at lower levels of density,
especially that of “3d”, through having had a human presence –or impressions
conveyed through other beings that have had the experience. This includes the
total of whatever has been “learned” through their previous 3d presences. Take a
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moment and reflect on the implications of this in the context of a “GIGO
principle” operating at spiritual levels.
Consider how very little the vast majority of humans know in term of meaningful
human knowledge and how little capacity there is to comprehend anything.
Humans today have little to no idea how to maintain much of anything required
for the maintenance of their own human life. At the collective level of what is
referred to as “civilization”, there is no capacity left and the downward slide into
entropic decay and decrepitude is accelerating at an increasing rate now. This
applies to human and the planetary biology as well as the artifices of
“civilization”.
Over the recent decades IQ (intelligence quotient) values have fallen, along with
the capacity to handle simple things in contemporary society like reading,
writing, math, etc. While attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder has been
admitted to not really be a “genuine” psychopathology, the fact that it is
recognized as a problem is a significant indicator of a type of collective dementia,
exacerbated by a toxic environment that favors disposable robotic-like humans.
When one considers the appalling lack of discernment among so many
spiritually-oriented people, then it is possible to see how pervasive the problems
are at both the human level as well as the higher levels that rely upon a type of
“knowledge transfer” from their 3d levels to their upper levels. Like the
standardized IQ testing (intelligence quotient), these are only symptomatic
indicators of a more profound situation of a functionally retarded basic human
awareness and a functionally retarded genuine (spiritual) consciousness. This
has not changed much over thousands of years.
Of course some humans have been motivated by evidence of the collapse of
civilization to learn useful skills in order to survive out of various imagined
motives. But humans have no adequate existential framework in which to place
themselves and have no sense of the present day situation on this planet. In other
words humans will be thrust into a dystopian mixture of medieval era existence
under a techno-fascistic society that serves the higher levels of an elite. This
might be disturbing enough, but the planetary conditions of a dispersed and low
human population and relatively untouched wildernesses no longer exist for
those imagining themselves “living off the land”.
Thus “survival prepping” is little more than the efforts of very clever animals who
are desperately running a long treadmill to nowhere imagining it to actually be a
road to somewhere.
Without looking at all this in its larger context or frame of reference, it is easy to
fall into a default condition of “presumptive error”. Only a spiritual cosmic
perspective can properly inform and guide, nothing less.
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#8
Pursuit of Spiritual Power
A few individuals who have been in correspondence with me over the years have
been pursuing their own versions of acquiring “spiritual powers”. In all instances
they intend for their motives to be noble and high –to help others, etc. –battle the
dark, etc. Yet they cannot understand that as long as this is their focus, they will
not attain these powers while humanly embodied. One of the reasons for this is
the latent “christ consciousness” that is of the original spark of Light they carry
and which has a correspondence in their own higher level of being as well. I find
this state of being, of consciousness, comparable to the supramental state –and it
is uniquely coded or keyed so that it is not possible to misuse it, even
inadvertently. Well, that is my version of it.
In most instances when individuals became obsessed (and possessed) with the
pursuit of spiritual powers, they eventually “fall” (under the influence of the
Dark), one way or another.
Rare few have taken the time to understand the lessons learned and warnings
from those such as Mirra and Aurobindo based upon their own exploration pf the
supramentalization (divinization/glorification) of the human level of being and
Earthly matter. Invariably my cautions are usually dismissed or ignored as well.
I mention all this here as segue to the intertwined problem of the spiritual
dissipation and the extensive individuations of Creator –and the state of the
human-level of awareness that seeks their own “threshold of spiritualization” (or
the “outer court” as Merrell-Wolff expressed it).
These are part of the factors as to why there has been no noticeable ascension,
rapture, or whatever you want to call it to date.
-//Those who spiritually thrive and expand in their process, eventually find there is
a noticeable disparity as they compare between their knowledge of 3d density and
their stronger connection to the highest of The All.
This disparity appears through many variations on a common theme involving
intermediate range high-level beings that do not have a human-earth presence or
direct linkup and those who are involved with facilitating the many levels of
changes required for the larger cosmic corrections process, of which Earth is a
part. It is at these higher levels that there is a paucity of accurately informed
insight into the specific problems to bring about workable solutions.
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These higher level intermediate beings are “on duty” for service to Creator, –but
to whom do they report, in practice? What are their specific missions? How are
they going about this?
If the direction from the highest levels is insufficient in detail, those beings at
these higher levels are sufficiently individuated that they can then “improvise”.
The result has been an ongoing mishmash of potentially contradictory and
possibly dead-end actions. And this has been an ongoing problem with poor
quality “information” and “insight” streaming in/up from the lower levels from
beings that are barely aware of the extent of illusionary and delusionary existence
they have been immersed in. (See section on the “GIGO” (garbage in-garbageout) problem which is only now being addressed in the higher realms.)
These are all reasons that the ascension and extraction from 3d by those who
have the most to offer is of great importance to bridge this gap.
-//From all this, it would be understandable to wonder about the “competency” of
the various levels of spiritual realms version of “upper management” –it shares
similar dynamics with those of complex organizations in human society.
-//The high level/soul beings (your own higher level being) that have human
presences are generally not in a position to make these changes, but do have the
closest connection to the human-Earth situation. They remain mired with too
little internal or collective coherency as we discussed in essays at the end of 2009
and early 2010.
-//One of the benefits of the human mind is its ability to focus and process detailed
specific information and ideas as well as broad patterns and concepts. This is the
basis for genuine “intelligence”, not facts and formulas. But if the information
being processed is false or distorted, then the first task become one of sorting out
truth from falsehood.
This ability to focus also extends to spiritual energies. This is yet another reason
why we have shared the crystal body series and the advanced short form version.
Alternately, one can rely more on pure focused intent. But focused intent it easier
said than done, some structure often helps and that is where the short form
exercises can be beneficial.
-//-
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#9
Presumptive Error
One example is to presume that 3d material density is the only or best way to
learn and explore and help the processes of Creation. This can be a disastrous
error whose basis for presumption is delusionary thinking about an illusionary
existence.
-//-

#10
Spiritual Depletion & Death by Delusion
There are risks for light beings to become energetically depleted by remaining
in this realm too long. This is another factor that makes it necessary to speed up
the cosmic “corrections process” and bring this dysfunctional spiritual dynamic
to an end –and to do so while facilitating as much spiritual learning as possible
to be achieved on behalf of the greatest possible number of beings. (This
statement may appear somewhat equivocating, but it is not and is the most
accurate summary description I can offer. It should be obvious from this that
such a “directive” requires constant adjustments to be as optimal as possible.
The situation requires constant feedback from all vibrational levels which are
involved, not just 3d.)
This especially applies to those beings with human presences and to those human
presences who are unable to exercise sufficient willpower to detach and focus on
what they imagine could be very important: that they are not human beings, but
rather spiritual beings who have become deluded with the illusions and
limitations of 3d human existence. Those that understand this, eventually come
to know that it is of the utmost importance to their spiritual survival and spiritual
growth and ascension.
In previous essays I have discussed many facets of the problems of ascension as
well as completion, detachment and the high attractor. It is in this context that I
have discussed the importance of an inner dialogue with your lower or basic
human self, particularly with regard to your completions and high attractors.
Your lower level self can assist in making available additional spiritually refined
energy needed to make a more expansive reconnection with your own higher
levels of being.
At the human level there is the problem of the “falsehood of limitation” that you
are really a “human” creature that is part of some extended “community” of other
human creatures, ranging from your familial gene pool, circles of acquaintances,
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and those wider social control systems such as religious, gender, ethnic, racial,
national, and, various other belief systems. (Many of these we detailed in the
national social science research work from 2000.)
Humans became inured to the social control memes and came to accept them as
“normal”. This is delusionary and it is at the basis of the human-level of selfimprisonment process that has been skillfully engineered by social controllers for
many centuries.
It takes a substantial effort and will to develop, maintain, and strengthen the
spiritual energies available to the human level. This is impeded by social control
systems designed to dissipate this and to prevent any significant “prison
breakout”. So-called “positive” social-political causes only dissipate and siphon
energy from the human spiritual Self. Through a serious lack of discernment too
many will throw away their nascent spiritual energies in favor of falsehoods and
futility.
If one suffers under the illusions of an existence based upon human-identifiedhuman – (these present differently at your high levels than they do from your
human level) – then this becomes delusionary. If one passively or actively allows
oneself to become too attached to the illusions and delusions, then one’s spiritual
attractors tend to dissipate and fade.
Remaining too long in a dying human civilization can result in a serious depletion
of spiritual energies and then one is left waiting to be “rescued”.
In the short term, “rescue” is focused upon those emergency situations and upon
those with the highest “light quotient potentials”. Why this latter criteria? It is, as
we have pointed out in various contexts, about those who have the greatest
capacity and can therefore be of the most assistance to the overall transformation
process through their higher level of being where a concentration of spiritual
energies can best be focused.
-//There can be duality within Oneness. But not of the same nature as that which
exists here in the fallen sector. Here, duality is a self-centered dynamic of
antagonistic conflict.
The ascension process is of great importance –to recall, reconnect all the energy
possible in ways that will support and facilitate the larger processes of
transformation and correction –not just one’s own development as a spiritual
being. Ideally these two goals or high aspirations should never be in contradiction
with one another.
-//-
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#11
Dispelling a Grand Delusion
From the perspective of the “High Compassion” it is easier to understand how
most humans prefer stories about being able to literally walk out of this realm,
nice and easy, perhaps compliments of “friendly ET aliens”, or perhaps imagining
their physical bodies disapparating from Earthly 3d. All quite understandable.
(And there may well be those instances of such phenomena!)
However, the “happy fairy-tale” descriptions imbedded in modern new age lore
only mask and obscure the deeper problems of spiritual development and the
cosmic-scale processes working to correct the “Error of the Dark”. Implicit in
most of these notions is that anything (including human delusions) can change
“like magic”, with no need to learn anything. Thus existing levels of delusion,
ignorance and stupidity become elevated to a higher dimensional versions of a
new “golden age” on some imaginary “new earth”.
At the very best, those who maintain such beliefs as they transition from 3d
human existence will be relegated to some safe quarantine zone where they can
re-live something of their illusions from Earthly 3d (those “Kodak moments”) or
actually learn something of value for their evolution as a spiritual being.
The level of infection from the human 3d level is a serious problem among a
majority of higher level/soul beings that have been vicariously “acting out”
through human hosts.
One saving Grace of all this is that in the moments of greatest existential
catastrophe, human level Selfs and their higher level Being will have the choice as
to whether they choose Creator of All or not.
All illusions and delusions must be removed for spiritual evolution and for
freeing the true Light from the embrace of the Dark.
-//-

#12
Further Thoughts on the “Human Question”
November 2, 2013
The “The Human Question” begins as follows: “ ‘Modern humans’ began as
tribal-social animals with a capacity for self-centeredness. Social programming
has shifted humans more toward self-centered, social-tribal animals, with only
the rarest of exceptions.”
(Original essay: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Human%20Question.pdf)
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Among those in the latter portion of their probable human lifespan, there are far
too many still “under the influence” of psychological aberrations from childhood
involving siblings, parents, various relatives, and the immediate social environs
in which they found themselves as a young person.
During adulthood, there is more widespread social control programming arising
from one’s direct personal interactions as well as from global mass mind control
systems. Some of these deliberately reinforce positive or negative conditioning
from childhood.
The human emotional energy body is a primary interface for the control and
influence over human level of awareness and this infects levels above as well.
Humans also parasitize energy form one another, as well as to infect one another
energetically. Usually this is an unconscious effect, but there are those who
engage in these types of attacks deliberately.
All of the above represent a comprehensive range of degenerating downward
effects, ranging from genetic-familial tribal situations to the infection of social
programming from personal peers as well as the overall mass mind control
processes.
-//Whether one rejects or embraces any of these positive or negative influences, they
are all nonetheless powerful forces that bind the human level of spiritual Self to a
low level of existence.
The key is to recognize these things for what they are, appreciate whatever there
may be to appreciate, reject whatever there is to reject, but to do so from a
position of equanimity and detachment –from a position of ones higher
consciousness that has no need to “react”.
Failure to do this, there will leave countless fine threads continually pulling at
you to keep you held down and captive in a type of spiritual stasis that leads to
spiritual depletion.
-//-

#13
Tearing Down the Theater
Imagine an audience in a theater. They have been taking part in a virtual reality
movie and they no longer remember that they are so involved in a nearly endless
loop, set up with variations on the same themes, over and over and over. They are
watching the action as well as participating in it. Newcomers may show up over
time and they become mesmerized and drawn in to this as well.
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Some may be deluding themselves into staying in the virtual reality by imagining
they are “creating” or that they are “creators” --some may be immersed in
suffering and torment while others are immersed in some “new age”. However,
those who are looking from outside the theatre see the situation otherwise for
what it is. We are at a point where the theatre needs to be torn down to end the
movie and to let the higher Light in and to let the trapped Light out to reconnect
with its true origins.
-//-

#14
The Spiritual Sovereignty Problem
Many science-fiction stories have addressed various facets of sentiency in
relations to definition of “sovereign rights” of artificial life forms, encounters with
alien entities, etc. Sometimes this has involved new forms of organic or inorganic
life that is encountered in the far reaches of space. Other times the focus has been
upon something closer to humans: the creation of autonomous artificial
intelligence –and more specifically, android forms of this. One notable example
was portrayed through the character of “Commander Data” in the television and
movie series “Star Trek, Next Generation”.
One of the problems being examined at the intermediate higher realms concerns
the “sovereignty” of humans as a self-aware animal. This is related, yet separate
matter from the consciousness that forms the actual human “Self” and which has
its origins with the soul or other higher level being that has a presence through
the human vehicle.
Where there are fragments of the spiritual Self that become detached from its
origins and are not retrieved (for whatever the factors), then there is a stronger
potential for there to be an isolated human Self that is coupled with its human
host’s lower self. Similar situations occur with non-human animals as well, but
our focus is on the spiritual human situation.
With regard to the human animal level, one reason it is given special
consideration over other highly developed animal life forms on Earth is the long
history of spiritual consciousnesses interacting through human form. Thus there
is familiarity and even some habituation to this mode of existence.
With regard to the separated human Self that lacks a connection to its spiritual
origins, there is the problem of engendering a variation on the original Dark
error, one that arises out of the material life form and fragmented spiritual
consciousness.
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It is here that we are noticing the development of spiritual nihilism on this
planet. This spiritual nihilism may ostensibly reject both Dark and the Light for
now, but overall it is preconfigured to gestate a new Dark force consciousness
that rejects Creator and higher Oneness. Indeed, those with spiritual awareness
that are advocates of this are aligned with the ancient Luciferic tendencies.
At the very least, it would be spiritually irresponsible on the part of the higher
realms to allow such a situation to grow
Earlier comments on “human sovereignty” tendencies can be found at:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1237.msg5205.html#msg5205

-//-

#15
The “Left Behind” Problem
Note: This expression has also been associated with a series of fiction books of a
similar name that describe “the rapture” (comparable to some notions of
“ascension”) and of those who are “left behind” in human embodiment, and all
that ensues. I have absolutely no interest or intention in promoting or invoking
the malefic energies of any religious fundamentalists, however it is worth noting
that this is yet another example of “new age” and various old-line religious beliefs
becoming intertwined.
I bring this up in a similar manner as I did reframing the expression “In His
Image” to partly counter the distortions of the material presented in a recent
book similarly titled, only with a negation of the expression. (See link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6066.html#msg6066 )

In previous essays I have discussed the problem of large numbers of humans
remaining on Earth in a state of relative isolation from higher spiritual
intelligences (including their own) and of the dangers of the nascent spiritual
nihilism in this period, coupled with the severely limited, human-centric point of
view. The main risk of all this, as I have explained in other essays, is that it
provides a basis and an impetus for a new variation of the original Cosmic Error
that gave rise to the Dark forces –this time through the level of human
awareness. In addition to the usual naïve characters that promote these things, as
a social tendency it is worth noting that this human-centric (“human
sovereignty”) is supported by those allied with the initial “luciferian rebellion”.
To my knowing there is no “reason” to allow such a situation to develop and to do
so would be spiritually irresponsible. The two factors that I am aware would be a
prolonged inability to complete the “corrections” process here to fundamentally
alter the situation here –and that of those spiritual beings that imagine there is
some good reason for spiritual beings to witness the demise and suffering of their
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human aspects –perhaps to disabuse them of pursuing a fallen path again. There
is no good reason to pursue a course of “learning by negative lesson” –it has not
worked to date and at best teaches avoidance, not true Knowing.
Regardless of the causative factors, Creator of All will need to directly and fully
take charge of the situation.
-//-

#16
A Larger Point of View
In examining many of the problems of developing spiritual consciousness at the
human level, it is important to stretch one’s horizons and consider that higher
realms of existence connect in with upper levels of the higher level/soul beings
that have human presences.
Just as it is with discrete human points of view, there are various “schools of
thought” and agendas in the intermediate range of spiritual existence that has
overall responsibility for the corrections and helping to regulate or guide
creation. These “higher realms” of beings are not some monolithic integrated or
otherwise unified point of view with regard to the resolution of the overall
human-earth problem situation. Why is this? Partly because of the innate
qualities of individuation accorded to our greater being from its inception. And
partly due to the distorted information that has been influenced by the Dark
forcers and the entire situation itself. This becomes a type of self-perpetuating
feedback “loop” with variations. It would be an “as above” version of the Earthly
3d social control systems of self-managing imprisonment in a state of delusion.
It is this manner of larger perspective that is needed in order to dispassionately
consider the larger field of being and the problem of lower density spiritual
existence on Earth. Without this expanded awareness, there is only the default of
the narrow human-centric judgmental reactive attitudes based upon conflictduality and self-centeredness.
-//-

#17
Change of State ≠ Change of Consciousness
It is important to bear in mind that just because one may transfer to a lightbody
state does not mean that they are omniscient, nor does it mean they are instantly
in non-duality reality. A change of state does not equate to a change of
consciousness. One example is seen with the falsehood of “ascended masters”.
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Theirs is only a transitional state that was co-opted by the dark forces –and one
in which the retained beliefs from human density, the problems of dissipation
and individuation, etc. persist through certain “higher levels” of being and
consciousness.
One of the first things that change for those who depart 3d existence is that they
are no longer subject to the endless discomfitures of demands of a biological
animal form.
What one does with their growing higher vibrational state of being is a matter of
internal discussion for you and the rest of your greater Self –and to explore new
possibilities with others who are at compatible vibrational states.
-//-

#18
Faith
“God has not called me to be successful. He has called me to be faithful.”
-from the recent essay “Accomplishments and Fulfillment: What is Spiritually Real?”
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6167.html#msg6167)

Only a small fraction of human Selfs today have a spiritual consciousness beyond
simplistic “faith” and intellectually attractive spiritually ideas. Most rely upon
some type of “faith” in “God” or “agencies of God”, or in a “spiritual existence”
and their own spiritual potentials. (Intellectual knowledge or awareness is not
the same as consciousness.)
“Faith in the spiritual”, regardless of belief systems, is all that most have to draw
upon in extreme crisis. Of those who have “spiritual faith”, some believe this
justifies predation upon others to survive, etc. Others who have “spiritual faith”
do not share this aggressive quality and will “go quietly” to their “next existence”.
Those without “faith” in a spiritual existence rely upon the collectively-reinforced
moral or ethical precepts created through the self-centered social tribal control
systems that they most identify with. Those with very little or no spiritual
inclination will behave in a similar manner to those with “spiritual faith” under
extreme crisis. Some will believe that survival of the individual is sufficient to
justify violence or predation. Some will not engage in such aggressive behavior.
In any of these cases, regardless of any belief system, there be those who will be
open to “spiritual salvation” in their moment of most extreme personal crisis.
-//-
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#19
Rescue, Extraction, Ascension
Ascension is an ongoing and uniquely personal process at this time.
Other than the very small fraction of Selfs who will be leaving their human bodies
to rejoin their spiritual origins, those remaining spiritual fragments will require
assistance to leave –or assistance upon the cessation of their human form.
And there are a great many in human form that have no spiritual aspects in
residence –or who have dark entities residing in their human form. (This is
something I will refrain from further elaboration.)
“Rescue and extraction” is ongoing for emergency situations and for those with
the highest “light quotient potentials” and spiritual learning about density. Mass
events have also been prepared for.
The main focus is to collect and consolidate the most spiritual capacity in a useful
and coherent manner in order to increase the available capacity of spiritual
energies. As this capacity grows, so does the capacity to assist ever more. This
cannot be accomplished at the human level, only at the level of our own higher
being. Hence, those with the greatest capacity to be of help are of greater
practical value to the overall process at the outset.
Soul beings/higher level beings with human presences are gradually being aided
in their reconnecting and in removing themselves from 3d density to their natural
higher state. This will enable them to better “collect and reconnect” and to
reposition themselves whereby to aid other souls/higher beings –and directly and
indirectly aid the overall cosmic “corrections process” as well as Creator.
As it becomes possible to describe examples of this process to assist in
recognizing confirmatory signs, we will post at the NES forums. For now, this
remains a very unique process to each individual.
-//-

#20
Supramental and the Divine
A parallel, ongoing experiment is underway which involves the descent of the
Supramental through those willing and able to accept it and test how far it can go.
Generally, the human body is unable to withstand these energies and be able
function in the 3d physical world. At the very least, this process would aid some
in gaining more ready access to their lightbody and thus move into a more
ascended state of consciousness, including embarking from 3d entirely.
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This is not about any one individual achieving a supramental state and
supramental “powers” among humans, rather it is about the possibilities of the
diversity of spiritual beings working together connected through Oneness. I
make this a point here since there are those who to this day persist in trying to
achieve “higher powers” while still humanly embodied. Other than to
demonstrate some minor paranormal abilities, such a situation will not be
allowed to occur. There are many good reasons for this, and one of them is simply
that those who choose such a path are inherently defective in their motivation
and defective in their knowledge of the nature of this reality and no good can
come from amplifying such a state of “incompleteness” with extraordinary
powers over the lower levels. Good intentions, aside.
-//-

#21
Three Main Zones of Spiritual Focus
For purposes of discussion here, we would distinguish three main levels to the
spiritual realms: the lowest would be those beings with human presences; an
intermediate range which includes some very vast beings; and the highest levels
of Creator of All and those agencies most closely associated with Creator.
Among those at the intermediate and highest levels, there are those who imagine
sufficient cause to maintain the situation of soul beings/higher level beings in
human embodiment. It is my assessment that this only perpetuates a state of
growing suffering in 3d human reality and perpetuates a source of confusion in
the levels “above”. And there are those who simply lack sufficient understanding
of the complex situation of spiritual beings and their human levels and the
relationship of all this to the most central problems of the corrections process
and the dynamics of the larger Creation and Creator.
There are those in the lower range of existence who also find cause to perpetuate
the present state of illusion and delusion, and in a similar manner so would their
human level Selfs. And there are those beings that are seemingly addicted to the
endless sensorial and emotive stimuli of the human level. This is all something
we discussed in 2009.
-//-

#22
Human Level of Spiritual Presences
Foremost, it is important to distinguish between those levels of spiritual beings
that have human presences now or recently enough –and those beings that have
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very little or no human experience. This latter category includes those whose
intermediate role is to facilitate the “cosmic corrections process” between the
highest levels of Creation and the lower levels.
One question at these intermediate/higher levels concerns how long to allow the
human-earth situation to continue with humanly-trapped/resident spiritual
beings.
I would remind all concerned at whatever their level of existence that there are
other ways of learning for spiritual beings than through the animal bodies of their
individuations.
Another question has to do with the potential of personal and collective
catastrophic crisis leading to Spiritual Realization by the human level –and/or its
higher levels.
-//The entire dynamic must stop the ongoing and heedless incarnating (carnal ≈ of
the flesh ≈ animal) through human form by spiritual beings. The very process has
become a lurid tragedy in a “virtual reality” that has infected entire sections of
spiritual beings with an addiction to an existence primarily dominated by the
Original “Error of the Dark”. In the absence of a coherent higher Oneness
connection, the inherent of power individuation has acted as “low attractor” like a
gravity force pulling on everything in reach to drag it down to an increasingly
spiritually fallen state. The attractor of individuation, in the absence of a counter
balance of the higher Oneness, exerts its influence over light beings as well.
At this point I should state that one of the potential (but very seldom realized)
benefits of individuating into 3d level, especially through human or a comparable
form, is to be able to focus upon specific information and ideas and goals –and to
better understand certain facets of manifestation.
Those who agreed –out of the highest of intentions –to come here in human form
to help assess and influence the situation did so at great peril to themselves and
to that portion of themselves that they extended into the human level.
As I have discussed the extraction, rescue, ascension of those with the highest
“light quotient potential” needs to take a higher priority in order to increase the
available spiritual energy to focus on the problems we have been dealing with
here and those similar situations of other worlds.
-//With regard to those higher level/soul beings with human presences, I would say
that there is as much “reluctance” on the part of some of these beings to put a
stop to the human “virtual reality game” –as there is on the part of the more
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aware human level Self to seek ascend/rescue to their higher vibrational “home”.
(Read this again.)
This is partly due to the problem of “garbage in-garbage out” (GIGO) whereby too
little is learned of any value by spiritual beings through their human existence –
and partly due to the problem of becoming “addicted” to the infinite sensoria and
emotive experiencing through humans –and partly due to the deliberate
entrapment by the Dark of spiritual beings through human forms.
Related to this, there is also a problem among a portion of human level Selfs who
have some spiritual awareness. This involves their upset with their own higher
level of being for leaving them “hanging” for so long. This leads to an additional
problem whereby a fraction of spiritually aware human Selfs (and their human
host level of self) reject the higher spiritual realms out of frustration and upset.
-//From the perspective of some (not all) higher level/soul beings that have a
human presence, the loss of a small portion of their matrix to a failed exploration
in the land of humans is not always of the of greatest concern to them. It would
be like human body breathing, excreting moisture and other bodily substances.
Your body will tend to compensate for the loss of “substance”. Or perhaps a more
apt analogy is that of an amoeba extending a small portion of itself through a
pseudopod which becomes separated form the main body due to circumstances.
The amoeba continues on an eventually replenishes its lost substance and
continues on as before, extending another pseudopod, etc.
And so there have been many fragment, wisps of higher level beings that been
lost between human 3d and next levels up. Some completely dispersed
dissipated) some were relegated to the realm of ghosts and other lost spirit
fragments.
-//To the human “you”: It is important to realize that in many situations the higher
level “you” is simply unable to effect any change at its human level of being. This
cannot be allowed to dominate one’s human thought through anger or blame
based upon human-centric beliefs. Rather, it is cause to deepen one’s spiritual
understanding so as to be better able to contribute to the larger “corrections
process” and the spiritual growth of ones greater state of being.
To the higher realms: Understand this, there are too many human level Selfs that
may not have “figured out” very much in terms of spiritual truth, nevertheless,
they have placed their “faith” in a process and in their own spiritual origins. Do
not let this become like the “misplaced faith” which is endemic to the falsehoods
of this distorted and spiritually and energetically decrepit realm.
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#23
A Plan
There is a significant portion of humans that carry the “Spark of Creator” –a
particle of the Absolute that forms the human Self. (Indeed, not all humans have
this.)
Of those who do, there is a small fraction that have a very high light quotient
potential and it is their spiritual learning and energy needs to be integrated into
their originating being where it can be of the greatest value at many levels, not
just to further assist the corrections process that is focused around Earthly
humans but in other levels of existence as well –including direct aid to Creator.
Given the present state of affairs, their ascent and integration into their “being of
origin” is preferred until more experience is gained that would allow a full
descension, perhaps of the the Supramental Intelligence itself. Meanwhile,
integration and sharing of learning, healing, rest, reflection, is the order of the
day as each ascension, “rescue” or extraction is completed.
From this higher level of energies and perspective, soul beings and other higher
level beings can share and exchange learning with one another. Some may
effectively constitute a “local council” to facilitate the next stage of the process
directed towards the balance of those with a relatively high “light quotient
potential”.
The main point of this initial process is to lead to useful and functional spiritual
energetic capacity at a level that is relates closely with 3d density.
One of the outcomes will be to have collective enough capacity to aid as many of
the remaining spiritual essences out of 3d and to directly aid the corrections
process.
This entire effort does not mean the end of 3d plane of existence, it does mean
that what is gained from all that has transpired here can be applied with other
worlds facing similar problems.
-//-

#24
A Possible Quarantine

At some point, “visitor passes” with “qualified” support teams will be arranged
for those spiritual beings charged with implementing the next stages of changes
on behalf of Creator, etc. As part of this process, these may also include
“familiarization tours” for beings who do not have much a feel for the situation of
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3d humans on Earth. Through this they also get to experience a little of what it is
like for humans on earth now. The details of this process are nothing new.
-//-

#25
Spiritual Stewardship
At a non-spiritual level of human intelligence, there are some who learned
something of a self-centered ethos that usually includes concepts of maintaining
a “clean” and “balanced” environment of “nature”. Some take this a step further
and aspire to be “stewards” to help clean up or care for the planetary
environment. While most humans who ascribe to such notions are usually of high
and good intention, there are also those who readily co-opt such ideas for
purposes of social control. With regard to those with “best of intentions”, they do
not realize how arrogant and ignorant they are.
First of all there is no human level solutions to “cleaning-up” the Earthly
environment. Second, without a higher spiritual perspective –one based upon
direct spiritual Knowing, to undertake such actions would be, at the very least
ludicrous for more reasons than could be listed here. Third, the planetary
consciousness Itself is in dire need of correction and resurrection into the Light.
However, from one’s higher level of Being –one’s true origins as a spiritual Being,
it is possible to become involved in helping to correct, repair, and guide a
planetary environment, working with higher level Beings as well as those at a
planetary level. Some spiritual human Selfs with their higher origins may well
choose such a role for their own spiritual evolution and for their own greater
service to creation and to Creator.
-//-

#26
A Corrected Creation
One of the formulations of the “new creation” (given the limits of human
language) is trust, caring, service, in larger unifying setting. TRUST is primary
and first.
Genuine “Trust” is in short supply and tends to be limited to the very nature of
the extensive fragmenting/individuation process of this Creator and much of
what it gave rise to. The static unifying field (to my knowing) is unable to
compensate for any dynamic increase in individuation that occur as the field of
individuations expands. This contributes to the dissipation problem.
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As the unifying attraction force is overwhelmed by the forces of dissipation an
individuation, the potential of the unifying force of high trust is also diminished.
The new creation system “knows” of this problem and from its beginning set out
to avoid this as described in my earlier short sketches of its internal dynamics.
-//-

* Excerpts from two other sources: *
#27
“The Light of Consciousness Turns upon Itself
Toward Its Source”
-from “Pathways Through to Space” (1973 edition) by Franklin Merrell-Wolff
(originally published in 1944)

A New Word
November 7, 1936
IN THE EFFORT to give expression to Values which have their source in the
Transcendent World, a serious difficulty is encountered, owing to the inadequate
supply of words having the appropriate meaning. One result is, that very often
the writer or speaker asserts ineffability in a wider sense than is necessarily the
case. The Transcendent as such is inexpressible within the relative manifold, but
there is an intermediate domain, between the Transcendent proper and the more
restricted subject-object consciousness, where partial expression is possible. If
this were not so, it would be entirely useless to write or say anything on these
subjects. But when we come to the question of how far expression is possible,
there is no definite answer. The problem seems to be much like that of the
evaluation of an irrational number in terms of rational numbers. We know that a
perfect evaluation is a theoretical or absolute impossibility, but at the same time
the evaluation can approach perfection without limit. In actual practice, the
mathematician proceeds in this evaluation just so far as is significant for his
purposes, and stops there. With respect to the expression of the Higher Values,
there is likewise no theoretical limit to the process of approximation. The absence
of the conceptual tools or the limitations of the intellectual capacity of a given
individual determine the limits for him, but do not define the limits of possibility
for other individuals. This is all a question of relative skill and equipment. The
higher approximations are, admittedly, very difficult to produce and they are,
progressively, less and less easy to understand as they are extended into the
unknown. Yet the process in approximation releases ever more and more power
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of an increasing inclusiveness. So work of this kind is important for mankind as a
whole, even though those who directly benefit by it are necessarily quite limited
in number.
For the expression of the Transcendent, the Sanskrit is unquestionably the best of
the fairly well known vehicles, for in this language there are many words
representing metaphysical significance, for which there are no equivalents to be
found in western languages. But outside a limited group of specialized scholars,
an extensive use of Sanskrit is impractical. A few Sanskrit words may be
introduced with appropriate explanation, and that is all. One who confines
himself to the more common portion of the English language is restricted to the
Anglo-Saxon and derivatives of Latin and Greek. Without the aid of the latter
derivatives, the writer would be all but incoherent, once he reaches beyond very
simple levels of thought; and, even with all three resources, a certain straining of
the meaning of words is often unavoidable. A great deal of the actual expression
which one encounters in his various readings involves a very careless use of
words, and the result is often one of needless confusion. I believe that this
confusion should be avoided wherever possible. Part of this confusion grows out
of a usage of words that is neither in accordance with their etymological meaning
nor with current dictionary definition. Often this can be guarded against by a
more careful selection of words and word-combinations and, where this is
impossible, by taking pains to define the new usage of a given term. Sometimes
new words may be coined in accordance with the established rules of wordbuilding. It is not good practice to employ this device if adequate word-tools
already exist, but where it actually clarifies meaning it would seem to be beyond
criticism.
I have coined a new word that seems to supply an unfilled need. It is the noun,
“introception”, with the verb form, “introceive”. This word is from the combining
forms 'intro,' meaning 'within/ 'into/and 'in/ and 'capere,' meaning 'take.' Hence
it has the primary meaning 'to take into or in.' The principal meaning for which I
find this word useful is: 'The process or mode of consciousness which penetrates
to profundity through the affective function/ Thus, it is the kind of insight
aroused through music, poetry, and the fine arts in general. Both the words
'understanding' and 'perception have been, at times, stretched in their meaning
to carry this significance. But such usage is not consonant with the current
meaning of these terms. 'Understanding/ properly, is related to cognition, while
“perception” is grounded in sensation. An idea or a concept may be understood; a
sensory datum, either in a subtle or gross sense, may produce a perception; but
the quality of consciousness, associated with the affections, is something of quite
a different sort from either of these.
In principle, inward penetration is possible through any of the three modes of
consciousness, or various combinations of them; but, practically, perception as a
complex of sensation—not intuition—is rarely a Road in this cycle. Thus, in
general, man Enters through understanding, or introception, or intuitive
perception; or rather with one or the other of these as the predominant mode of
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his consciousness. With most individuals who reach the Outer Court of the Path,
introception or intuitive perception is more developed than understanding, and
thus he who would directly influence the greater number of people should speak
mostly to the introceptive or intuitively perceptive consciousness. On the other
hand, those who have attained a considerable development of power are likely to
have exceptional understanding, at least in some fields. Thus, he who would
effect an influence with the latter group must appeal, in large measure, to the
understanding.
*

*

*

*

*

Note: Subsequently, I have broadened the meaning of introception so as to
designate a third function of consciousness defined as: "The Power whereby the
Light of Consciousness turns upon Itself toward Its Source”.
-from “Pathways Through to Space” by Franklin Merrell-Wolff
(Julian Press 1973 edition; originally published in 1944)

[Ed. Note:] This term was originally used in the 19th century to describe the
dynamics between neural sensations and mind-body awareness. As usually
occurs with nearly all concepts and ideas of any real importance to spiritual
evolution, they are trivialized or distorted. And so it was that this term became
co-opted into the lexicon of the “social disease” known as the “psychology
professions”. [-ASK]
-//-

#28
“The End of the World”
- by Teilard de Chardin
Note: The following is excerpted from the essay, “Judgment, Accomplishments,
Fulfillment” - What is Spiritually Real? (October 1, 2013)
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Judging%20Accomplishment.pdf

I would like to paraphrase de Chardin on the subject of “end times” from his
essay, “The End of the World” (1924 – translated from the original French). He
presumed and projected (incorrectly in my assessment) that humanity would
reach a critical mass of consciousness, a unified consciousness capable of taking
in the immensity of the cosmos. Nevertheless, he wrote of the moment of
consciousness shifting into a higher and more expanded state, and thus I have
filtered this presumption of his as I paraphrase the essence of his comments. His
words are italicized and with quotation marks.
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Of the human level of consciousness which “comes of age”, for each individual
there will be that choice made –“the yes or no as an answer to God,
pronounced individually”…
“It is by no means easy to picture to ourselves what sort of event the end of
the world could be.
“Spirit has only to be reversed, to move into a different zone, for the whole
shape of the world immediately to be changed.”
“When the end of time is at hand, a terrifying spiritual pressure will be
exerted on the confines of the real, built up by the desperate efforts of souls
tense with longing to escape from the earth.”
“ …at the same time the world will be infected by a profound schism (or
bifurcation – ASK) –some trying to emerge from themselves in order to
dominate the world even more completely –others, relying on the words of
Christ, waiting passionately for the world to die, so that they may be
absorbed with it in God.”
He goes on to describe a climax of the capacity for union for those spiritual
beings have chosen this course. This process “…will be impelled by the most
powerful organic attraction that can be conceived (the very force by which the
universe holds together) that the monads will join in a headlong rush to the
place irrevocably appointed for them…”
This is essentially the same as which I have observed in discussing the ultimate
high attractor – the force of Divine Love of Creator and the Higher Oneness,
which gives coherency and continuity to that which exists. His use of the term
“monads” is essentially the same as the expression I have preferred: “highest level
of individuation from Creator of All”.
It is in this context that he makes reference to the “mystery” of the importance
that “…it is the cosmos itself that has to disappear”.
As I read his words from 1924, it has close similarity with what I have written
about the culmination of Creator of All calling in all of Itself for a new stage in
being—a new creation and in which the Error of the Dark will have been erased as
if it never had existed.
He concludes with, “Like a vast tide, Being will have engulfed the shifting sands
of being. Within a now tranquil ocean, each drop of which, nevertheless, will be
conscious of remaining itself, the astonishing adventure of the world will have
ended.” “…Erit in omnibus omnia Deus” …(All things in God and God in all
things.)
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